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Abstract

This note1 introduces recent work in Theoreti-
cal Biology by borrowing from the Introduction
(chapter 1) of the book by the authors: “Per-
spectives on Organisms: Biological Time, Sym-
metries and Singularities”, Springer, 2014. The
idea is to work towards a Theory of Organisms
analogue and along the Theory of Evolution,
where ontogenesis could be considered as part
of phylogenesis. As a matter of fact, the latter is
made out of “segments” of the first: phylogen-
esis is the “sum” of ontogenetic paths and they
should be made intelligible by similar principles.
To this aim, we look at ontogenesis from differ-
ent perspectives. By this, we shed light on the
unity of the organism from different points of
view, yet constantly keeping that unity as a core
invariant. The analysis of invariance, as the re-
sult of theoretical symmetries, and of symmetry
changes, is a key theme of the approach in the
book and in the discussion in this note.
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1 From physics towards biology
Current biology is largely an experimental dis-
cipline, that is most, and actually almost all, re-
search activities are — highly dextrous — ex-
perimentations. For a natural science, this sit-
uation may not seem to be an issue. How-
ever, this is mostly associated to a belief that
experiments and theoretical thinking could be
decoupled, and that experiments could actu-
ally be performed independently from theories.
Yet, “concrete” experimentations cannot be con-
ceived as autonomous with respect to theoret-
ical considerations, which may have abstract
means but also have very practical implications.
In the field of molecular biology, for example,
research is related to the finding of hypothe-
sized molecules and molecular manipulations
that would allow to understand biological phe-
nomena and solve medical or other socially rel-
evant problems. This experimental work can be
carried on almost forever as biological molecu-
lar diversity is abundant. However, the under-
standing of the actual phenomena, beyond the
differences induced by local molecular transfor-
mations is limited, precisely because such an un-
derstanding requires a theory, relating, in this
case, the molecular level to the phenotype and
the organism. In some cases, the argued theo-
retical frame is provided by the reference to an
unspecified “information theoretical encoding”,
used as a metaphor more than as an actual scien-
tific notion, [FK95, LMSS12]. This metaphor
is used to legitimate observed correlations be-
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tween molecular differential manipulations and
phenotype changes, but it does so by putting
aside considerable aspects of the phenomena un-
der study. For example, there is a gap between a
gene that is experimentally necessary to obtain
a given shape in a strain and actually entailing
this shape. In order to justify this “entailment”,
genes are argued to correspond to “code”, that
is a one-dimensional discrete structure, mean-
while shapes are the result of a constitutive his-
tory in space and time: the explanatory and con-
ceptual gap between the two is enormous. In
our opinion, the absence or even the avoidance
of theoretical thinking leads to the acceptance
of the naive or common sense theory, possibly
based on unspecified metaphors, which is gen-
erally insufficient for satisfactory explanations
or even false — when it is well defined enough
as to be proven false.

We can then informally describe the reasons
for the need of new theoretical perspectives in
biology as follows. First, there are empirical, the-
oretical and conceptual instabilities in current bi-
ological knowledge. This can be exemplified by
the notion of the gene and its various and chang-
ing meanings [FK02], or the unstable historical
dynamics of research fields in molecular biology
[Laz02]. In both cases, the reliability and the
meaning of research results is at risk. Another
issue is that the molecular level does not accom-
modate phenomena that occur typically at other
levels of organization. We propose many exam-
ples in [LM14], but let’s quote as for now the
work on microtubules [Kar08], on cancer at the
level of tissues [SS00], or on cardiac functions
at its different levels [Nob10]. Some authors
also emphasize the historical and conceptual
shifts that have led to the current methodologi-
cal and theoretical situation of molecular biol-
ogy, which is, therefore, subject to ever chang-
ing interpretations [Amz02, Ste04]. In general,
when considering the molecular level, the prob-
lem of the composition, that is the putting to-

gether, of a great variety of molecular phenom-
ena arises. Single molecule phenomena may be
biologically irrelevant per se: they need to be
related to other levels of organization (tissue, or-
gan, organism, …) in order to understand their
possible biological significance.

In no way do we mean to negate that dna
and the molecular cascades related to it play a
fundamental role, yet their investigations are
far from complete regarding the description of
life phenomena. Indeed, these cascades may
causally depend on activities and organization
at different level of analysis, which interact with
them and in particular shape them and deserve
proper insights.

Thus, it seems that, with respect to explicit
theoretical frames in biology, the situation is
not particularly satisfying, and this can be ex-
plained by the complexity of the phenomena of
life. Theoretical approaches in biology are nu-
merous and extremely diverse in comparison, say,
with the situation in theoretical physics. In the
latter discipline, theorizing has a deep method-
ological unity, even when there exists no unified
theory to understand different classes of phe-
nomena — typically, the Relativistic and Quan-
tum Fields are not (yet) unified, [Wei95, BL11].
A key component of this methodological unity,
in physics, is given by the role of “symmetries”,
which we will extensively stress. Biological the-
ories instead range from conceptual frameworks
to highly mathematized physical approaches,
the latter mostly dealing with local properties of
biological systems (e. g. organ shape). The most
prominent conceptual theories are Darwin’s ap-
proach to evolution — its principles, “descent
with modification” and “selection”, shed a ma-
jor light on the dynamics of phylogenesis, the
theory of common descent — all current or-
ganisms are the descendants of one or a few
simple organisms, and cell theory — all organ-
isms have a single cell life stage and are cells,
or are composed of cells. It would be too long
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to quote work in the second and third group:
they mostly deal with the dynamics of forms of
organs (morphogenesis), cellular networks of all
sorts, dynamics of populations …when needed,
we will refer to specific analyses. Very often, this
relevant mathematical work is identified as “the-
oretical biology”, while we care for a distinction,
in biology, between “theory” and “mathematics”
analogous to the one in physics between theoret-
ical physics and mathematical physics: the latter
mostly or more completely formalizes and tech-
nically solves problems (equations, typically), as
set up within or by theoretical proposals or di-
rectly derived from empirical data.

In our view, there is currently no satisfactory
theory of biological organization as such, and
in particular, in spite of many attempts, there
is no theory of the organism. Darwin’s theory,
and even more so neo-Darwinian approaches,
basically avoid as much as possible the problem
raised by the organism. Darwin uses the duality
between life and death as natural selection to
understand why, between given biological forms,
some are observed and others are not. That is, he
gave us a remarkable theoretical frame for phy-
logenesis, without confronting the issue of what
a theory of organisms could be. In the modern
synthesis, since [Fis30], the properties of organ-
isms and phenotypes, fitness in particular, are
predetermined and defined, in principle, by ge-
netics (hints to this view may be found already
in Spencer’s approach to evolution [Sti01]). In
modern terms, “(potential) fitness is already en-
coded in genes”. Thus, the “structure of determi-
nation” of organisms is assumed to be theoreti-
cally unnecessary and is not approached2.

In physiology or developmental biology the
question of the structure of determination of
the system is often approached on qualitative

2By the general notion of structure of determination
we refer to the theoretical determination provided by a
conceptual frame, in more or less formalized terms. In
physics, this determination is generally expressed by sys-
tems of equations or by functions describing the dynamics.

grounds and the mathematical descriptions are
usually limited to specific aspects of organs or
tissues. Major examples are provided by the
well established and relevant work in morpho-
genesis, since Turing, Thom and many others
(see [Jea94] for phillotaxis and [Fle09] for re-
cent work on organogenesis), in a biophysi-
cal perspective. In cellular biology, the equiva-
lent situation leads to (bio-)physical approaches
to specific biological structures such as mem-
branes, microtubules, …, as hinted above. On
the contrary, the tentative, possibly mathemat-
ical, approaches that aim to understand the
proper structure of determination of organisms
as a whole, are mostly based on ideas such
as autonomy and autopoiesis, see for example
[Ros91, Var79, MM15b]. These ideas are philo-
sophically very relevant and help to understand
the structure of the organization of biological
entities. However, they usually do not have a
clear connection with experimental biology, and
some of them mostly focus on the question of
the definition of life and, possibly, of its origin,
which is not our aim. Moreover, their relation-
ship with the aforementioned biophysical and
mathematical approaches is generally not made
explicit. In a sense, our specific “perspectives”on
the organism as a whole (time, criticality, anti-
entropy, the main themes of our book [LM14])
may be used to fill the gap, as on one side we try
to ground them on some empirical work, on the
other they may provide a theoretical frame relat-
ing the global analysis of organisms as autopoi-
etic entities and the local analysis developed in
biophysics.

In this context, physiology and developmen-
tal biology (and the study of related pathological
aspects) are in a particularly interesting situation.
These fields are directly confronted with empir-
ical work and with the complexity of biologi-
cal phenomena; recent methodological changes
have been proposed and are usually described as
“systems biology”. These changes consist, briefly,
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in focusing on the systemic properties of bio-
logical objects instead of trying to reconstruct
macroscopic properties from their components,
see [Nob06, Nob11, SS99] and, in particular,
[Nob08]. In the latter, it is acknowledged that,
as for theories in systems biology:

There are many more to be discov-
ered; a genuine “theory of biology”
does not yet exist. [Nob08]

Systems biology has been recently and exten-
sively developed, but it also corresponds to a
long tradition. The aim of our book [LM14]
can be understood as a theoretical contribution
to this research program. That is, we aim at a
preliminary, yet possibly general theory of bio-
logical objects and their dynamics, by focusing
on “perspectives” that shed some light on the
unity of organisms from a specific point of view.

In this project, there are numerous pitfalls
that should be avoided. In particular, the re-
lation with the powerful physical theories is a
recurring issue. In order to clarify the relation-
ships between physics,mathematics and biology,
a critical approach to the very foundations of
physical theories and,more generally, to the rela-
tion between mathematized theories and natural
phenomena is most helpful and we think even
necessary. This analysis is at the core of [BL11]
and, in the rest of this text, we just review some
of the key points in our approach. By this, we
provide below a brief account of the philosoph-
ical background and of the methodology that
we follow in the book [LM14]. We also discuss
some elements of comparison with other theo-
retical approaches and then summarize some of
the key ideas of our approach.

Physical theorizing guides our attempts in
biology, without reductions to the “objects” of
physics, but by a permanent reference, even by
local reductions, to the methodology of physics.
We are aware of the historical contingency of
this method, yet by making explicit its working

principles, we aim at its strongest possible con-
ceptual stability and adaptability: “perturbing”
our principles and even our methods may allow
further progress in knowledge construction.

Our “perspectives”on organisms complement
Luca Cardelli’s contributions, largely based on
molecular analyses. Yet, links may be established
with his more “systemic” approaches, as beauti-
fully developed in the Brane Calculi, Stochastic
Gene Networks and Process Algebra Models.

2 Objectivization andTheories
As already stressed, theories are conceptual and
— in physics — largely mathematized frame-
works that frame the intelligibility of natural
phenomena.

One of the most difficult theoretical tasks
in biology is to insert the autonomy of the or-
ganism in the unavoidable ecosystem, both in-
ternal and external: life is variability and con-
straints, and neither make sense without the
other. In this sense, the recent exploration in
[MM15b, MM15a] relates constraints and au-
tonomy in an original way and complements
our effort. Both this “perspective” and ours are
only possible when accessing living organisms
in their unity and by taking this “wholeness” as
a “condition of possibility” for the construction
of biological knowledge. However, we do not
discuss here this unity per se, nor directly ana-
lyze its auto-organizing structural stability. In
this sense, these two complementary approaches
may enrich each other and produce, by future
work, a novel integrated framework.

As for the interplay with physics, our ap-
proach particularly s the praxis underlying sci-
entific theorizing, including mathematical rea-
soning, as well as the cognitive resources mobi-
lized and refined in the process of knowledge
construction. From this perspective, mathemat-
ics and mathematized theories, in particular, are
the result of human activities, in our historical
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space of humanity, [Hus70]. Yet, they are the
most stable and conceptually invariant knowl-
edge constructions we have ever produced. This
singles them out from the other forms of knowl-
edge. In particular, they are grounded on the
constituted invariants of our action, gestures and
language, and on the transformations that pre-
serve them: the concept of number is an invari-
ant of counting and ordering; symmetries are
fundamental cognitive invariants and transfor-
mations of action and vision — made concepts
by language, through history, [Deh97, LV10].
More precisely, both ordering (the result of an
action in space) and symmetries may be viewed
as “principles of conceptual construction”and re-
sult from core cognitive activities, shared by all
humans, well before language, yet spelled out in
language. Thus, jointly to the “principles of (for-
mal) proof ”, that is to (formalized) deductive
methods, the principles of construction ground
mathematics at the conjunction of action and
language. And this is so beginning with the con-
structions by rotations and translations in Eu-
clid’s geometry (which are symmetries) and the
axiomatic-deductive structure of Euclid’s proofs
(with their proof principles).

This distinction, construction principles vs.
proof principles, is at the core of the analysis
in [BL11], which begins by comparing the sit-
uation in mathematics with the foundations of
physics. The observation is that mathematics
and physics share the same construction princi-
ples, which were largely co-constituted, at least
since Galileo and Newton up to Noether and
Weyl, in the XXth century3. One may formalize
the role of symmetries and orders by the key
notion of group. Mathematical groups corre-
spond to symmetries, while semi-groups cor-

3Archimedes should be quoted as well: why is a balance
with equal weights at equilibrium? for symmetry reasons,
says he. This is how physicists still argue now: why does
that particle exist? for symmetry reasons — see the case of
anti-matter and the negative solution of Dirac’s equations,
[Dir28].

respond to various forms of ordering. Groups
and semi-groups provide, by this, the mathe-
matical counterpart of some fundamental cog-
nitive grounds for our conceptual constructions,
shared by mathematics and physics: the active
gestures which organize the world in space and
time, by symmetries and orders.

Yet, mathematics and physics differ as for the
principles of proof: these are the (possibly for-
malized) principles of deduction in mathemat-
ics, while proofs need to be grounded on ex-
periments and empirical verification, in physics.
What can we say as for biology? On one side,
“empirical evidence” is at the core of its proofs,
as in any science of nature, yet mathematical in-
variance and its transformations do not seem
to be sufficiently robust and general as to con-
struct biological knowledge, at least not at the
level of organisms and their dynamics, where
variability is one of the major “invariants”. So,bi-
ology and physics share the principles of proofs,
in a broad sense, while we claim that the prin-
ciples of conceptual constructions cannot be
transferred as such. The aim of [LM14] is to
highlight and apply some cases where this can
be done, by some major changes though, and
other cases where one needs radically different
insights, from those proper to the so beautifully
and extensively mathematized theories of the
inert.

It should be clear by now, that our foun-
dational perspective concerns as a priority the
methodology (and the practice) that allows the
establishment of scientific objectivity in our the-
ories of nature. As a matter of fact, in our views,
the constitution of theoretical thinking is at the
same time a process of objectivization. That is,
this very process co-constitutes the object of
study, jointly to the empirical evidence, in a way
that simultaneously allows its intelligibility. The
case of quantum mechanics is paradigmatic for
us, as a quanton (and even its reference system)
is the result of active measurement and its practi-
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cal and theoretical preparation. In this perspec-
tive, then, the objects are defined by measuring
and theorizing that simultaneously give their
intelligibility, while the validity of the theory
(the proofs, in a sense) is given by further experi-
ments. Thus, in quantum physics, measurement
has a particular status, since it is not only the ac-
cess to an object that would be there beyond and
before measurement, but it contributes to the
constitution of the very object measured. More
generally, in natural sciences,measurement deals
with the questions: where to look, how to mea-
sure, where to set boundaries to objects and phe-
nomena, which correlations to check and even
propose …. This co-constitution can be intrin-
sic to some theories such as quantum mechan-
ics, but a discussion seems crucial to us also in
biology, see [Mon19].

Following this line of reasoning, the research
program we follow towards a theory of organ-
isms aims at finding ways to constitute theo-
retically biological objects and objectivize their
behavior. Differences and analogies, by con-
ceptual continuities or dualities with physics
will be at the core of our method (as for du-
alities, see, for example, our understanding of
“genericity vs. specificity” in physics vs. biol-
ogy in [LM11, LM14]), while the correlations
with other theories can, perhaps, be understood
later4. In this context, thus, a certain number of
problems in the philosophy of biology are not
methodological barriers; on the contrary, they
may provide new links between remote theo-
rizing such as physical and social ones, which
would not be based on the transfer of already
constructed mathematical models.

4The “adjacent” fields are, following [Bai91], physical
theories in one direction and social sciences in another.
The underlying notion of “extended criticality”, may prove
to be useful in economics, since we seem to be always in a
permanent, extended, crisis or critical transition, very far
from economic equilibria.

3 A short synthesis of our ap-
proach to biological phenom-
ena

A methodological point that we first want to em-
phasize is that we focus on “current” organisms,
as a result of the process of biological evolution.
Indeed, the question of the origin of life is a
very active field of research. In this field, most
of these analyses use physical or almost physical
theories as such, that is they try to analyze how,
from a mix of (existing) physical theories, one
can obtain “organic” or evolutive systems. We
will not work at the (interesting, per se) problem
of the origin of life, as the transition from the
inert to the living state of matter, but we will
work at the transition from theories of the in-
ert to theories of living objects. In a sense this
may contribute also to the “origin” problem, as a
sound theory of organisms, if any, may help to
specify what the transition from the inert leads
to, and therefore what it requires.

More precisely, the method of mathemati-
cal biology and biophysical modeling quoted
above is usually the transformation of a part
of an organism (more generally, of a living sys-
tem) into a physical system, in general sepa-
rated from the organism and from the biologi-
cal context it belongs to. This methodology of-
ten allows an understanding of some biological
phenomena, from morphogenesis (phyllotaxis,
formation of some organs …) to cellular net-
works and more, see above. For example, the
modeling of microtubules allows to approach
their self-organization properties [Kar08], but
it corresponds to a theoretical (and experimen-
tal) in vitro situation, and their relation with
the cell is not understood by the physical ap-
proach alone. The understanding of the system
in the cell requires an approach external to the
structure of determination at play in the purely
physical modeling. Thus, to this technically dif-
ficult work ranging from morphogenesis and
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phyllotaxis to cellular networks, one should add
an insufficiently analyzed issue: these organs or
nets,whose shape and dynamics are investigated
by physical tools, are generally part of an organ-
ism. That is, they are regulated and integrated
in and by the organism and never develop like
isolated or generic (completely defined by in-
variant rules) crystals or physical forms. It is
instead this integration and regulation in the co-
herent structure of an organism that contributes
in making the biologically relevant situations,
which is often non-generic in the physical sense,
[LV06].

The general strategy we use for our investiga-
tions in theoretical biology, is to approach the
biological phenomena from different perspec-
tives, each of them focusing on different aspects
of biological organization, not on different parts
such as organs or cellular nets in tissues …. The
aim is to propose a basis for a partially mathe-
matized theoretical understanding. This strat-
egy allows us to obtain relatively autonomous
progresses on the corresponding aspects of liv-
ing systems. An essential difficulty is that, in
fine, these concepts are fully meaningful only in
the interaction with each other, that is to say in
a unified framework that we are contributing
to establish. In this sense, then, we are making
progresses by revolving around this not yet exist-
ing framework, proposing and browsing these
different perspectives in the process. However,
this allows a stronger relation to empirical work,
in contrast to theories of biological autonomy,
without losing the sense of the biological unity
of an organism.

The method we follow in order to progress in
each of these specific aspects of life phenomena
can mostly be understood as taking different
points of view on organisms: we look at them
from the point of view of time and rhythms, of
the interplay of global stability vs. instability, of
the formation and maintenance of organization
through changes …. As a result, we combine

in [LM14] a few of these theoretical perspec-
tives, for which the principal common organiz-
ing concepts are biological time,on one side, and
extended criticality on the other. More specifi-
cally, the main conceptual frames that we either
follow directly or that make recurrent appear-
ance in this text are the following:

Biological temporal organization The idea is
that, more than space or especially energy,
biological time is a at the center of bio-
logical organization. This does not mean
that energy is irrelevant, but both time and
energy have a different role from the one
they play in physics. The reasons for this
are explained throughout [LM14]. The ap-
proach in terms of symmetry changes that
we develop provides a radical argument for
this point of view. Intuitively, the idea is
that what matters in biological theorizing
is the notion of “organization” and the way
it is constructed along and, we dare to say,
by time, since biological time will be an
operator for us, in a precise mathematical
sense. In contrast to this, the energetic level
(say, between mammals of different sizes) is
relatively contingent, as supported by the
allometric relations,reviewed in the second
chapter of [LM14], where energy or mass
appear as a parameter. Some preliminary
arguments from physics are provided by the
role of time (entropy production) in dissi-
pative structures [NP77] and by the non-
ergodicity of the molecular phase space,
discussed in [Kau02, LMK12].

Extended critical transitions A large part of
our work uses the notion of extended
critical transition [Bai91, BL08, BL11,
LM11] to understand biological systems.
This notion is relatively complex, in partic-
ular because of its physical prerequisites. It
is discussed at length, with these prerequi-
sites, in [LM14]. Note that it provides a
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Biology

Origin of life t

Current physical theories

Figure 1: A scheme of the relation between physics and biology, from a diachronic point of view.
Theoretical approaches that focus on the origin of life usually follow the physical line (stay within
existing physical theories) and try to approach the “bifurcation”point. The latter is not well defined
since there is no proper theory for the biological entities that are assumed to emerge. Usually,
the necessary ingredients for Darwinian evolution are used as goals to be obtained from physical
systems. From our perspective, a proper understanding of biological phenomena needs to focus
directly, at least as a first (huge) step, on the properly biological domain, where the Darwinian
tools soundly apply, but also where organisms are constituted. It may then be easier to fill the gap.

precise meaning to the idea of the physical
singularity of life phenomena in the sense
that the biological is approached as a limit
case of a physical situation.

Enablement Biologists working on evolution
often refer to a contingent state of the
ecosystem as “enabling” a given form of
life. A niche, typically, enables a, possibly
new, organism; yet, a niche may be also
constructed by an organism [Poc10]. In
[LMK12] and [LM13] an attempt is made
to frame this informal notion in a rigorous
context. We borrow here from that work
to link enablement to the role of symmetry
changes and we provide by this a further
conceptual transition from physics to biol-
ogy.

Anti-entropy This notion aims to quantify
the “amount of biological organization”
of an organism [BL09, LM12] as a non-
reducible opposite of entropy. It also deter-
mines some temporal aspects of biological
organization. This aspect of our investi-
gation gives a major role to randomness.
The notion of randomness is related to en-

tropy and to the irreversibility of time in
thermodynamics and statistical mechanics.
As a result, we consider a proper notion of
biological randomness as related to anti-
entropy, to be added on top of the many (at
least three) forms of randomness present
in physical theories (classical, thermody-
namical, quantum).

Various physical theories (classical, relativis-
tic, quantum, thermodynamic) make the inert
intelligible in a remarkable way. Significant in-
compatibilities exist (the relativistic and quan-
tum fields are not unified; they are in fact in-
compatible). However, some major principles of
conceptual construction confer a great unity to
contemporary theoretical physics. The geodesic
principle and its accompaniment by “symme-
tries”, [Wey83, VF89, BL11], enable to grasp,
under a conceptually unitary perspective, a wide
area of knowledge regarding the inert. Biol-
ogy, having to date been less “theorized” and
mathematized, can also progress in the con-
struction of its theoretical frameworks by means
of analogies, extensions and differentiations re-
garding physical theories, even by means of
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conceptual dualities. Regarding dualities, we
recall here one that is, we believe, fundamen-
tal and that has been extensively addressed in
[BL11, FL10, LM11, LM14]): the genericity
of physical objects (that is, their theoretical and
experimental invariance) and the specificity of
their trajectories (basically, their reconstruction
by means of the geodesic principle or identifica-
tion by mathematical techniques, by symmetries
typically). In our perspective, this is inverted in
biology, as it is transformed into the specificity
(individuation and history) of the living object
and the genericity of trajectories (evolutionary,
ontogenetic: they are just “possibilities”within
spaces — ecosystems — in co-constitution). As
a result, the work of theorization differs strongly
between biology and physics.
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